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Renewables Integration on the Grid

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 1So today, we’re talking about the increase of distributed energy resources—renewables/battery storage—How and why that is impacting the distribution gridAnd how Landis+Gyr solutions can help manage those impacts  (CLICK)
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Utility Challenges

10GW in annual solar capacity to be added by 2016; 20GW by 2020.
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Can you relate?

 Investment tax credit
 Renewables standards
 Environmental Legislation 

(CPP) 
 Reduced demand from 

central generation

i
Source: Greentech Media 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 2The amount of renewables expected to come on to the distribution grid is primed to increase exponentiallyGTM expects 10GW of distributed solar to be added this year, increasing to 20GW per year by 2020This is a result of: the extension of the investment tax credit in December, (which incentivizes their development)increases in renewable portfolio standards (30-50% depending on the state) and new legislative mandates (such as the Clean Power Plan) Move away from central generation facilities, to a more distributed generation model �This acceleration of distributed energy resources along more points of the distribution system is: creating new challenges for utilities to ensure reliability and power quality CLICKMany utilities are already facing technical challenges involving: Intermittent generation Feeder capacity limits Voltage regulation Two-way load flowAnd others(CLICK)
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Technical Challenges in 
maintaining reliability and 
load quality

 Intermittent generation
 Feeder capacity limits
 Voltage regulation
 Two-way load flow

Utility Challenges

10GW in annual solar capacity to be added by 2016; 20GW by 2020.
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Slide 2The amount of renewables expected to come on to the distribution grid is primed to increase exponentiallyGTM expects 10GW of distributed solar to be added this year, increasing to 20GW per year by 2020This is a result of: the extension of the investment tax credit in December, (which incentivizes their development)increases in renewable portfolio standards (30-50% depending on the state) and new legislative mandates (such as the Clean Power Plan) Move away from central generation facilities, to a more distributed generation model �This acceleration of distributed energy resources along more points of the distribution system is: creating new challenges for utilities to ensure reliability and power quality CLICKMany utilities are already facing technical challenges involving: Intermittent generation Feeder capacity limits Voltage regulation Two-way load flowAnd others(CLICK)
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Solutions and Systems for Renewables
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Load
Management

Analytics
MDM

AMI

Storage

DER 
ManagementDA

Smart Grid
Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 3A strategic approach to integrating renewables that accommodates The growth of these new technologiesAnticipates the impact on the network, and Addresses new operational challengesIs imperativeCLICKBuilding on the strength of real word: AMICommunications networkAnd Meter data management deployments With Hundreds of utilities and Millions of endpoints across the worldLandis+Gyr Gridstream Solutions enable utilities to Effectively manage these changes, And adapt to the next evolution of the grid Today we’re going to talk about Advanced Grid AnalyticsDistribution Automation Energy Storage and DERMs – Distributed Energy Resource Management System (CLICK)
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Visualize, Identify and avoid system challenges.

Renewable Integration Solutions for Real Results

Optimize asset placement.
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Dispatch storage to manage voltage.

Safely manage 2-way power flow.Address intermittency.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what Can a Utility Expect by Implementing These Solutions Working in tandem, Gridstream solutions are designed to help utilities optimally: Identify and predict system challenges before they occurAddress variability due to intermittent generation Dispatch storage and mitigate power quality issuesOptimize placement of distributed resources on their system Safely manage 2-way power flow  (Click) 
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Realize the Benefits of Renewable Optimization
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 Save time on impact studies 
and interconnection 
approvals 

 Optimize CapEx
 Comply with federal

and state mandates
 Ensure power quality, 

reliability and safety of the 
distribution grid
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Presentation Notes
Slide 5More specifically, this can result in some very tangible benefits for utilities, who canSee significant time and effort savings for engineers doing impact studies and interconnection approvalsOptimize CapEx spending through optimized procurement and placement strategiesImprove compliance with renewable energy mandatesMaintain power quality and safely operate underIntermittent and backflow conditions (Click) 
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System Visualization to Optimize DER Impact
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Orange and red dots represent 
locations with voltages outside 

of regulatory range

Red lines represent 
reverse power flow

Visualization Benefits 
 Asset overloading 
 Voltage fluctuations
 Sudden loss of generation 
 Reverse Power Flow 
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Presentation Notes
Slide 6Now we’re going to talk a little bit about the benefits of Landis+Gyr’s Analytics Platform Using physics-based algorithms, and the utility’s electric distribution model, the analytics platform delivers increases the value of AMI, DA, and Communications deployments by allowing utilities to visualize their distribution grid in real timeVisualizing your distribution grid allows you to run studies and determine the network impact of: Asset overloading due to high concentration of DERs Voltage fluctuations due to variability in the output of renewablesSudden loss of generation due to weather or other eventsVisualize Reverse power flow 
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System Visualization to Optimize DER Impact
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Ability to Strategize
and Address:

 Increase in rooftop solar
 Addition of utility-scale solar
 Placement of storage and 

renewables

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 7System visualization allows utilities to address some of these new scenarios, such asIncreases in rooftop solar installationsThe addition of utility-scale solar on the distribution gridAnd where, on an individual feeder is the optimal place to install new distributed resources to avoid power quality and reliability issues 
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Sensing and Operating with Renewables
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S610 Line Sensor

 Real-time load measurements
 Conductor temperature
 Direction of flow 

Advanced Grid Sensing

 Alert operators to 
intermittency

 Improve safety for 
maintenance where there 
could be 2-way power flow
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Presentation Notes
Slide 8Going back for a second to 2-way power flow, which can cause significant Asset maintenanceLoad quality, and safety challenges for utilitiesAgain utilizing the analytics platform, utilities can now visualize, using meter and sensor data where there is reverse-power flow on their system. This visualization can be augmented by Landis+Gyr’s distribution automation solutions, particularly by placing line sensors on areas of high renewable penetration The S610 sensor measures, and signals operators of any changes in:  Real time loadConductor temperatureThe direction of flow  (CLICK) These advanced sensing capabilities can alert operators of potential issues with intermittency, and also improve safety by alerting operators of two-way flow when workers are working on lines with significant DER penetration 
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Managing Distributed Energy Resources
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 Utilize historical and 
real-time data for 
predictive analysis

 Supply and demand 
forecasting

 Automatic dispatch 
of storage resources

Battery (scheduled)

Demand(Forecasted)Tie-line power (scheduled)

PV output (Forecasted)

0 charge
discharge

charge
discharge

Timeline in one day

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we’re going to switch gears and talk about hot to effectively manage distributed energy resources once they’ve been installed on the grid Combining advanced analytics with Landis+Gyr’s battery storage and micro-EMS systems provides utilities with the ability to manage voltage fluctuations and dispatch needed resources to balance power on their system in real time (CLICK) The Micro-EMS system utilizes predictive analysis of historical and current data to Generate both supply and demand forcastsPerform automated dispatch of storage resourcesProvides rules-based control with operator support and override capability CLICK CLICK In conjunction with Toshiba, this solution is deployed in Los Alamos, New Mexico to manage 1MW of PV and 1.8 MW of battery energy storage.  Able to reduce voltage fluctuation from the PV and stabilize power flow through battery dispatch Additionally, the system sends price signals via smart meter, which has incorporated a residential demand response component into the project (CLICK)
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Managing Distributed Energy Resources

Los Alamos County

 1MW of PV 
 1.8MW of battery energy storage
 Reduced voltage fluctuation
 Stabilized power flow through 

battery dispatch
 Price signals for residential

Demand Response
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Leverage.
Visualize.
Plan.
Integrate.

Get there with Gridstream® solutions 
from Landis+Gyr.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conclusion In conclusion, Landis+Gyr Gridstream solutions enable utilities to maximize their AMI investments to integrate distributed energy resources by allowing utilities to visualize, and actively manage potential reliability and load quality issues before they occur.  (CLICK)
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